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Ambassador Jawad on BBC 4: “We are making incremental progress with 
peace talk, but military pressure should remain constant” 

On the 14th of September 2017, 
Ambassador Jawad and BBC’s security 
correspondent Frank Gardner had the 
pleasure of guesting TODAY on BBC 4, 
discussing Afghanistan and the risk of the 
country once again becoming a base for 
international terrorism. “We are building 
further regional consensus to encourage 

our neighbours to end support for terror”, 
Ambassador Jawad explained on the 
morning show. “We are making 
incremental progress with peace talk, but 
military pressure should remain constant 
to succeed in this process. We are 
therefore doubling the number of our 
special forces, the best in the region”. 

  

Conversation of David Miliband with our President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani 
“We cannot put our women in apartheid, they won’t take it." 

On September 21, the Council on Foreign 

Relations (CFR) hosted “A Conversation 

with President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani”.  

David Miliband, President and CEO of the 

International Rescue Committee, 

moderated the discussion.   

Below are brief highlights: 

American Presence in Afghanistan:  

President Ghani began the discussion 

thanking American soldiers, mentioning 

Chief of Staff General John Kelly’s son who 

served and perished in Afghanistan, for 

their service in Afghanistan.  President 

Ghani welcomed the President Trump 

Administration’s decision to pursue a 

“comprehensive strategy on South Asia”, 

saying he had an “excellent” discussion 

with President Trump this week.   

Da’esh:  The current wave of terrorism is 

expected to last 2-3 decades, and 

President Ghani cautioned that the world 
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doesn’t understand the scale and scope of 

the problem.  

Today’s transnational networks are 

different than al-Qa’eda, and many are 

criminal organizations as well.  “War in 

Afghanistan cannot be understood without 

understanding the drug war."  Moreover, 

today it is not “face-to-face warfare, it is 

face-to-Facebook warfare."  The threat 

now features such networks openly calling 

on their followers to target Afghanistan 

and Pakistan, not Iraq and Syria, 

particularly in open places where there is 

dialogue and assembly.  

Pakistan:  Without peace with Pakistan, 

political progress in Afghanistan is not 

sufficient.  There is now a state-to-state 

conversation with Pakistan, and this 

dialogue must be focused on bringing an 

end to violence. President Ghani asserted, 

“Afghanistan is not Vietnam”, and the 

government is “committed to government 

reform”.  He noted Afghanistan, indeed the 

world, is working in conditions of radical 

uncertainty, commenting that it took an 

extensive conversation with both the 

Obama and Trump Administrations to 

garner their support for Afghanistan and its 

reform.   

President Ghani further mentioned that he 

reached out to Pakistan shortly after being 

elected, and “we are now looking to an 

opportunity for a comprehensive 

dialogue”. President Ghani stated, “We are 

not responsible for this war – the Taliban 

is...I extended my hand to Pakistan and 

they spit on it because they thought they 

could overthrow Afghanistan."  “The ball is 

in the court of those responsible – those 

engaging in and those sponsoring 

violence." We “will fight to the end of 

times, but we desire engagement."  

Afghan Security Forces:  Contrary to the 

expectation of 2014, President Ghani said, 

the government and security forces have 

lasted and are resilient, and they will be 

expanded; the military reform process is 

continuing and will be ratified by the 

parliament.  The four-year security-reform 

program in the Ministries of Defense and 

Interior provides a framework for a 

political settlement.   
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Afghanistan Political Settlement:  Afghan 

President declared it should be very clear 

the Taliban cannot win militarily or 

destabilize Afghanistan without a cost. The 

human cost is rising and the capability of 

such forces is increasing. There’s a need for 

engagement.   

Special Inspector General for Afghanistan’s 

Reconstruction’s (SIGAR) ‘Very Damning’ 

Report About the U.S. Inability to 

Effectively Support Afghanistan’s Military:  

Afghanistan has formed a council 

addressing corruption.  He noted that 

every time SIGAR comes out with a report 

we sit down with them and create an 

action plan to address the issues it raises.  

Afghanistan is in the process of correcting 

the issues that SIGAR has raised, and SIGAR 

sits on Afghanistan’s national procurement 

and legal councils.    

Regional Cooperation:  Afghanistan would 

be foolish not to have a diversified 

economy.  “Asia is moving from an idea to 

becoming an economy”...and 

Afghanistan’s location will become one of 

the most important assets.   

Central Asia: “Afghanistan is re-joining 

Central Asia."  Working with Kazakhstan 

and Uzbekistan, Afghanistan is able to 

reduce the amount of money it pays for 

products from Pakistan, e.g, wheat.   

Judicial Sector:  The Judicial sector is really 

improving and has also articulated an anti-

corruption program which is being 

implemented.  

Grinding Poverty as a Key to Taliban 

Recruitment:  Poverty and food deficiency 

are ever-present.  But “Afghanistan is one 

of the most unequal societies in the 

world."  Afghanistan could be the largest 

copper and iron producer in ten years, and 

produce gold and lithium, etc. as well.  

Natural resources, including water, are 

significant, so Afghanistan is focused on 

capitalizing on its resources. Social policy is 

absolutely essential so that conditions for 

change are created, and so that 

Afghanistan does not perpetuate the need 

for continual humanitarian aid.   

Women’s Issues:  We “cannot put our 

women in apartheid, they won’t take it."  

Afghanistan today is not the same as it was 

in 1996 or 2001. 

Link:  

https://www.cfr.org/event/conversation-

mohammad-ashraf-ghani 
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The US Department of Defence (DoD) has contracted thirty MD Helicopters for 

Afghan National Army. 

In a major sign of long-term support, The 
US Department of Defence (DoD) has 
contracted thirty MD Helicopters Inc. 
(MDHI) to provide light attacks and military 
observations for the allied operators in 
Afghanistan, JANE’S Defence Weekly 
(September 2017) reports. 
 
The helicopters, which are based off the 
OH-6 Cayuse observation helicopters, can 
be armed with twin 50 mm machineguns 
and Hydra 70 mm rockets. The helicopters 
will also be delivered with a Mission 
Equipment Package (MEP), which includes 
the Heavy Machine Gun Pod (HMP), M3 
12.7 mm machine guns and electro-optical 
sensors. The contract will run until the 31st 
of August 2022, including programme 
management, delivery support, pilot 
training, maintenance and transportation. 
 
The Embassy of the Islamic Republic of 
Afghanistan in London welcomes the news 
of the Foreign Military Sale (FMS), 
emphasising that offensive capability is the 
only thing that can truly break the current 
stalemate in Afghanistan. This makes air 
mobility and close air support vital for the 
Afghan security forces and their Air Force 

in order to respond quickly to the fleeting 
militant attacks in the country. Indeed, 
Afghan Security forces are presently 
responsible for 70 per cent of the country’s 
combat operations, a progress which 
demonstrations the success of American 
training in Afghanistan. Colonel Larry 
Burris, for example, stressed in his 
September 2017 Pentagon Briefing that 
“we have seen a great development in the 
Afghan Air Force’s ability to cooperate with 
the ground forces”. 

Moreover, the Embassy is pleased that the 
US Air Forces (USAF) have stepped up the 
use of air power in Afghanistan. According 
to recently released data by US Air Forces 
Central Command (AFCENT) and JANE’S 
Defence Weekly, the USAF - as a part of the 
NATO-led “Resolute Support” mission - 
released 503 weapons over Afghanistan in 
August. This is more ordnance than any 
other month of the last five years, and 
much higher than the previous months of 
the same year: July (305), June (389), May 
(328), and April (460). In fact, the last time 
the USAF used that many weapons over 
Afghanistan was in August (589), July (504) 
and June (521) 2012 during the 
administration of President Barack Obama. 
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Ambassador Jawad at 98th Anniversary of the Restitution of the Independence 
“We share the common values of democracy and pluralism, and face common threats of 

terrorism and extremism” 

 

On September 27, the Embassy celebrated 
the 98th anniversary of the independence 
of Afghanistan at the Institute of Directors 
(IoD) in London with a lovely autumn 
evening of speeches, music and traditional 
Afghan delicious cuisine. During the event, 
Afghan Ambassador to the United 
Kingdom, Said Tayeb Jawad, and guests of 
honour, HE Allister Harrison, HM’s marshal 
at Diplomatic Corps and HE Owen Jenkins, 
Prime Minister’s special representative for 
Afghanistan praised the close partnership 
between the United Kingdom and 
Afghanistan. 

 

The Embassy celebrated its Independence 
Day as well as Eid-ul-Adha with the Afghan 
diaspora in August, the Ambassador 
wished to share the happy occasion with 

UK friends, partners and colleagues in 
London. Among attendees were thus high-
ranking government officials, 
ambassadors, defence attaches, 

diplomats, journalists, academics, NGOs 
entrepreneurs. 
Speaking at the event, Ambassador Jawad 
reflected on the enduring partnership and 
sincere friendship between the United 
Kingdom and Afghanistan. “We share the 
common values of democracy and 
pluralism, and face common threats of 
terrorism and extremism. UK has proven to 
be a reliable partner in our shared vision 
and common struggle”, Ambassador Jawad 
said. “UK-Afghan partnership is saving and 
improving the lives of millions of people 
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(…), especially Afghan women and 
children”.  
Indeed, UK and Afghanistan have forged 
strong diplomatic, development, military, 
and people-to-people ties. At the event, 
Ambassador Jawad emphasised that those 
who serve in Afghanistan, fighting 
alongside the brave Afghan security forces, 

are true heroes making Afghanistan, the 
region and the  
world a safer and a better place for our 
children. Moreover, Afghanistan is equally 
grateful for UK development and 
humanitarian assistance: “We count on 
your continued support”. 
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Ambassador Jawad hosted members of FCO Afghanistan Unit for an 
Afternoon Tea 

 
On October 4, Ambassador Jawad hosted afternoon tea for the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office (FCO) at the Afghan Embassy in London. Diplomats, local staff and interns attended.  
 
The event was a great opportunity for the newly appointed Ambassador, diplomats, the 
Embassy team and the FCO Afghanistan Unit to meet in a friendly and informal atmosphere 
to discuss issues of cooperation to strengthen the already close and fruitful bilateral 
relationship between Afghanistan and the United Kingdom.  
 
The FCO Afghanistan Unit are currently working closely with the Embassy and the 
international community to support the development of Afghan security, governance, 
infrastructure and economy. At the gathering, the Ambassador expressed his gratitude for 
the UK’s continued support of the Afghan government, highlighting the need to focus on 
political solution as the key to creating a more peaceful and a more stable Afghanistan.  
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Visit of Chief Executive Dr Abdullah, to India 

“The ‘New Development Partnership’ paving the way for the new generation partnership 

between the two countries” 

September 29, 2017 

H.E. Dr. Abdullah Chief Executive of 

Afghanistan concluded a successful two days 

visit to India on 27th September 2017. He was 

accompanied by the Minister of Commerce, 

Minster of Public Health, Minister of Energy, 

Minister of Economy, Deputy Foreign Minister 

besides senior officials of the Government of 

Afghanistan. 

During the high-profile visit, Dr Abdullah met 

the Hon’ble President and the Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi. Minister of External Affairs 

hosted lunch in his honour. Dr. Abdullah 

participated at the India-Afghanistan Trade & 

Investment Show which was inaugurated on 

September 27, 2017 by Finance Minister Shri 

Arun Jaitley and Civil Aviation Minister Shri P. 

Gajapathi Raju. Commerce and Industry 

Minister Shri Suresh Prabhu spoke at the show 

along with Dr Abdullah on 28 September.  

Both sides positively assessed the recent 

developments in bilateral relations, including 

the outcomes of the recently concluded 

meeting of the Strategic Partnership Council 

on 11 September that was co-chaired by the 

Foreign Ministers of the two countries. The 

‘New Development Partnership’ was described 

as paving the way for the new generation 

partnership in development cooperation 

between the two countries aimed at 

community development, infrastructure 

creation and human resource and capacity 

building in Afghanistan.  

Views were exchanged on the efforts by the 

Government of Afghanistan for national peace 

& reconciliation. The Indian leadership 

reiterated its support for all efforts to build 

stable, secure, peaceful, united, democratic 

and prosperous Afghanistan. Both sides 

condemned the continuing acts of terror and 

violence in Afghanistan, including the recent 

attack at the Kabul airport. Both Countries  
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emphasised issue of safe havens and 

sanctuaries needs to be addressed effectively.  

A Memorandum of Understanding on technical 

cooperation on police training and 

development was signed and formally 

exchanged at the meeting between Chief 

Executive and Prime Minister. This has created 

an enabling framework for training and 

capacity building of Afghan National Police 

personnel in various fields in addition to India's 

ongoing assistance for the Afghan National 

Defence and Security Forces.  

Trade and Economic cooperation was also the 

focus of discussions. Better connectivity was 

emphasised upon. In this context, both sides 

expressed determination to strengthen the Air 

Freight Corridor and welcomed the steps being 

taken to operationalise the Chahbahar port. 

Afghanistan was invited to participate in the 

International Solar Alliance Summit meeting 

being held in India in December 2017 and also 

to the World Food Processing Show in 

November 2017 in India that would enable the 

Afghan businessmen to engage with the 

international markets. 
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Ambassador Jawad met with Afghan Students of Chevening Scholarship 
Programme 
 

On October 20, The Embassy hosted afternoon tea for the newly arrived 2017/2018 

Chevening Scholars in South Kensington. This year eight Afghan men and seven Afghan 

women received the prestigious scholarship funded by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

(FCO) to complete their postgraduate studies in the United Kingdom. 

The Chevening Scholars were given a warm welcome by Ambassador Jawad, Defence Attaché 

Col. Haroon Naderi and Afghan diplomat Mr. Babakhan Aslami. The Ambassador assured the 

scholars that choosing the UK as the destination for their postgraduate studies was a very 

wise decision, emphasising that many of the world’s top educational institutions are in the 

UK. He also spoke about his own educational background and international work experience, 

encouraging the students to share their own stories and dreams for the future. 

In Afghanistan, the Chevening 

Scholarship Programme was 

launched in 2011, aiming at 

developing future leaders, decision 

makers and influencers by giving 

young men and women from 

developing countries the unique 

opportunity to develop 

professionally and academically in 

the United Kingdom. This year’s 

scholarship recipients have been 

admitted to prominent UK universities such as SOAS, Imperial College of London, UCL, 

University of Greenwich, Lancaster University, University of Bradford, Birkbeck University, 

LSE, University of Essex, Sussex University and University of Kent. Applications for Chevening 

Awards in the 2018/2019 academic year is closing November 7, and the Embassy encourages 

ambitious and academically strong Afghans, especially women, to apply. 
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